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Abstract. Certain words have several notational variants. Thus, when we express such
a word, we have to select one of its notational variants. In this study, selecting a variant
is termed “notational selection”. First, we apply machine learning to determining how
difficult it is to perform notational selection on words. In addition, we investigated the
reasons it was easy to select the notational variants of certain words. Our experimental
results show that when machine learning performs notational selection at a high recall
rate, the appropriate notational variant depends on meanings and contexts. Moreover, we
show that when machine learning performs notational selection at a low recall rate, any
of the notational variants of the word can be used in a sentence. These results are useful
to humans performing notational selection. Furthermore, we demonstrate that in certain
cases, machine learning can be used to perform notational selection. In experiments
conducted with machine learning, the results show we could perform notational selection
for 81 out of 939 words with two notations at a recall rate of 80% or higher. We also
confirmed that the average of the accuracy rates of our proposed method was higher than
that of a baseline method.
Keywords: Machine learning, Notational selection, Difficulty level, Feature

1. Introduction. The subject of notational selection is a part of the information process-
ing field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In this study, we use machine learning
to automatically select and analyze Japanese notational variants. Our study is related to
natural language processing and machine learning [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15].

Japanese sentences often contain notational variants of a word. Japanese words can
be expressed by Chinese, Hiragana, and/or Katakana characters. For example, the word
sakura (cherry in Japanese) has three notation variants: “ ” (expressed with Chinese
characters), “ ” (expressed with Hiragana characters), and “ ” (expressed with
Katakana characters). Moreover, in Japanese, more than one type of character can be
used in the same word. For instance, the word shouyu has two notation variants. The
first is “ ” (expressed with only Chinese characters), and the second is “ ”, which
is expressed with two types of characters, i.e., Hiragana characters ( ) and Chinese
characters ( ). If a word in a sentence has several notational variants, it is often difficult
to decide which notational variant to use. For example, because zeiritsu wo hikiageru
(raise taxes) and hikiageru (pull up, raise, withdraw, or go off) have the two notational
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variants “ ” and “ ”, it is difficult to select the appropriate one. A pos-
sible solution in these cases is to use a dictionary. However, frequently, the distinction
between notational variants is not clear even when we consult a dictionary. Therefore,
several studies on notational variant selection have been conducted. Nishikawa et al.
investigated the use of word frequencies for notational variant selection [16]. Hiki and
Meiseki addressed the problem of selecting notational variants on the basis of newspa-
per corpora and questionnaires [17]. If we could detect the characteristics of notational
variants, we could use them to select the appropriate variant and construct systems that
support selecting them.
In this study, we use machine learning to analyze the selection of notational variants.

We use machine learning to select the notational variants of numerous words and classify
words into easy or difficult to conduct notational selection. Moreover, we investigate the
reasons it was easy to select the notational variants of certain words. The results obtained
can be used when selecting the notational variant of a word manually.
For certain words, any notational variant of the word can be used to express it. In

these cases, machine learning cannot perform notational selection with high accuracy.
Therefore, by detecting words that are difficult for machine learning in order to conduct
notational selection, we can detect cases where any notational variant of a word can be
used. This information can be useful in future studies and systems designed to perform
notational selection.
The key contributions of this study are described below.

• By using the recall rates of machine learning, our method can classify words with
the notational variants into several categories, such as “high” and “low”. The nota-
tional variants of words with “high” recall rates have distinguishing characteristics.
For these words, the appropriate notational variant depends on meanings and con-
texts. Hence, the appropriate notational variant can be selected by using meanings
and contexts. The notational variants of words with “low” recall rates have no
distinguishing characteristics. Hence, any notational variant of these words can be
used in a sentence. In experiments using human subjects, the higher the recall rates
of machine learning were likely to be, the higher the accuracy rates of the human
subjects.

Our technique of classifying words with the notational variants into several cate-
gories by using machine learning is very original and novel and has not been handled
in other literature on notational variants.

• Our proposed method was useful in performing notational selection. Our experiments
show that by using our proposed method, we could perform notational selection for
81 out of 939 words with two notations at a recall rate of 80% or higher. We also
confirmed that our method was more effective in performing notational selection than
was the baseline method that outputted the notation appearing most frequently. In
our experiments, the average of the accuracy rates of our proposed method (0.87)
was more effective than that of the baseline method (0.84).

In terms of related studies on notational variants, Kojima et al. automatically ex-
tracted variants for information retrieval, Nishikawa et al. used word frequency for
notational selection, and Hiki and Meiseki used co-occurring words for notational se-
lection. However, their studies did not use machine learning for notational selection.
Our method is original in that machine learning is used for notational selection.

The application of this study is described below.

• The accuracy rates of notational selection with our method are high. Our method
would be useful for constructing a system that shows candidate notational variants
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Figure 1. Example of a system showing candidate and recommended no-
tational variants

for a word in a sentence. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 1. In this
figure, zehi has two notational variants, “ ” and “ ”. The system recommends
“ ” as a proper variant used for the given sentence.

In Section 2, we present background information and introduce the key ideas used in
this study. In Section 3, we describe our method, which is based on machine learning. In
Section 4, we describe the data sets used in our experiments. In Section 5, we describe
experiments on notational selection with machine learning. Our method of notational
selection can classify words into categories based on recall rates (accuracies) of machine
learning. In Section 6, we examine the classified words with notational variants and clarify
the characteristics of the categories based on recall rates. In Section 7, we examine the
relationship between categories based on recall rates and human notational selection. In
Section 8, we give our concluding remarks.

2. Background and Key Ideas. In the field of information retrieval, several studies
on notational variants have been conducted. For example, Kojima et al. automatically
extracted notational variants for information retrieval [18]. In addition, several studies
on notational variant selection have been conducted [16, 17]. Nishikawa et al. used word
frequencies in newspapers and academic papers and defined the most frequent variant as
the dominant variant, while the other variants were defined as non-dominant [16]. Next,
they constructed a system to support humans creating sentences. When a non-dominant
variant was used in a sentence, their system produced a message that cautioned the human
creating the sentence. Hiki and Meiseki used the co-occurring relationships of nouns in
newspaper corpora and questionnaires to analyze the selection of the notational variants
of the word kaeru (change), which has four notational variants: “ ”, “ ”, “ ”
and “ ” [17].

In this study, we use machine learning to perform notational selection. In machine
learning, notational selection is performed by using features (information used for learn-
ing). Specifically, the co-occurrences of nouns and verbs can be used as features. Thus,
because machine learning uses these co-occurrences as features, it will perform better than
that if it only used word frequencies, as seen in the work of Nishikawa et al.
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Moreover, we investigated the reasons it was easy to select the notational variants of
certain words. The results obtained can be used when selecting the notational variant of
a word manually.
For certain words, any notational variant of the word can be used to express it. In

these cases, machine learning cannot perform notational selection with high accuracy.
Therefore, by detecting words for which it is difficult for machine learning to conduct
notational selection, we can detect cases where any notational variant of a word can be
used. This information can be useful in future studies and systems designed to perform
notational selection.
In this study, we use the accuracy of notational selection and classify words with mul-

tiple notational variants into three categories: “high”, “medium” and “low”. We define
these categories in Section 5. Moreover, we examine the reasons it is easy or difficult for
machine learning to perform notational selection on words, and we discuss the results.
Finally, we examine the characteristics of each category.

3. Our Method of Notational Selection Using Machine Learning. In this study,
we use machine learning to perform notational selection. Specifically, we use the maximum
entropy method [19, 20]. The maximum entropy method is a supervised machine learning
method. It can estimate the class of an input data item by using training data items.
A sentence that includes a word with multiple notational variants is input. We estimate

which notational variant is the most appropriate for the sentence by using a machine
learning method, the maximum entropy method. Notational variants are used as classes
in machine learning.
One machine learning cycle is used for a word with notational variants. When we have

n words with notational variants, we use n machine learning cycles.
In machine learning, we use features (information used in learning). We describe the

features used in our machine learning method below.
In Tables 1 and 2, we list the features used in our experiments. In our experiments,

we use the most frequent two notational variants. Features are extracted from sentences
containing words with two notational variants. Our machine learning approach selects
from the two notational variants the variant that is more appropriate in a sentence.
The category number in Tables 1 and 2 is a ten-digit number that is described in Bunrui

Goi Hyou, a Japanese word thesaurus [21, 22]. Words with similar meanings have similar
ten-digit numbers. In this study, we use the first five and three digits of the number as
features. Therefore, we use the upper concept of each word as features.
The notational variants adjacent to a target word can be used for notational selec-

tion. Therefore, during notational selection, we use features F1 to F20, which represent
information in the bunsetsu (phrase) that contains a target word with notational variants.
The syntactic information of a sentence can be used in notational selection. Therefore,

we use features F21 to F60, which contain useful information when the words in a bunsetsu
modify or are modified by the bunsetsu that contains a target word with notational
variants.
Furthermore, characters appearing just before or after a target word with notational

variants also contain useful information. Therefore, we use features F61 and F62.
In this study, we use a Japanese syntactic parser, KNP, to perform syntactic analysis

(parsing) [23].

4. Data Sets Used in Experiments. In this section, we describe the data sets used in
our experiments.
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Table 1. Features used in machine learning

ID Explanation of feature
F1 The first content word in the bunsetsu (phrase) containing a target word for

notational selection
F2 The part of speech (POS) of F1
F3 The first five digits of the category number of F1
F4 The first three digits of the category number of the word of F1
F5 The last content word in the bunsetsu containing a target word for notational

selection
F6 The POS of F5
F7 The first five digits of the category number of F5
F8 The first three digits of the category number of F5
F9 A content word in the bunsetsu containing a target word for notational selec-

tion
F10 The POS of F9
F11 The first five digits of the category number of F9
F12 The first three digits of the category number of F9
F13 The first functional word in the bunsetsu containing a target word for nota-

tional selection
F14 The POS of F13
F15 The last functional word in the bunsetsu containing a target word for nota-

tional selection
F16 The POS of F15
F17 A functional word in the bunsetsu containing a target word for notational

selection
F18 The POS of F17
F19 A symbol in the bunsetsu containing a target word for notational selection
F20 The POS of F19
F21 The first content word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing a

target word for notational selection
F22 The POS of F21
F23 The first five digits of the category number of F21
F24 The first three digits of the category number of F21
F25 The last content word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing a

target word for notational selection
F26 The POS of F25
F27 The first five digits of the category number of F25
F28 The first three digits of the category number of F25
F29 A content word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing a target

word for notational selection
F30 The POS of F29
F31 The first five digits of the category number of F29
F32 The first three digits of the category number of F29

In our experiments on notational selection, we used notational variants appearing in
newspapers. Specifically, we used Mainichi newspaper articles (years 2005 – 2007), which
contained 3,693,567 sentences. In these sentences, 29,815 words had multiple notational
variants as determined by the Juman dictionary [24]. This dictionary lists the notational
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Table 2. Features used in machine learning

ID Explanation of features
F33 The first functional word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing

a target word for notational selection
F34 The POS of F33
F35 The last functional word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing

a target word for notational selection
F36 The POS of F35
F37 A functional word in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing a target

word for notational selection
F38 The POS of F37
F39 A symbol in a bunsetsu that modifies the bunsetsu containing a target word

for notational selection
F40 The POS of F39
F41 The first content word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu con-

taining a target word for notational selection
F42 The POS of F41
F43 The first five digits of the category number of F41
F44 The first three digits of the category number of F41
F45 The last content word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu con-

taining a target word for notational selection
F46 The POS of F45
F47 The first five digits of the category number of F45
F48 The first three digits of the category number of F45
F49 A content word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu containing a

target word for notational selection
F50 The POS of F49
F51 The first five digits of the category number of F49
F52 The first three digits of the category number of F49
F53 The first functional word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu

containing a target word for notational selection
F54 The POS of F53
F55 The last functional word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu

containing a target word for notational selection
F56 The POS of F55
F57 A functional word in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu containing

a target word for notational selection
F58 The POS of F57
F59 A symbol in the bunsetsu that is modified by the bunsetsu containing a target

word for notational selection
F60 The POS of F59
F61 The 1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram, 4-gram, and 5-gram characters appearing just

before a target word for notational selection
F62 The 1-gram, 2-gram, 3-gram, 4-gram, and 5-gram characters appearing just

after a target word for notational selection

variants of words. The notational variants of a word listed in the dictionary are based
on the notational variants of the word listed in ordinary Japanese word dictionaries, such
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as the Kojien dictionary [25]. In ordinary Japanese word dictionaries, the notational
variants of a word are listed under the same entry of the word. The number of words
where only one notational variant for a word with multiple notational variants appears
in the newspaper sentences is 14,630. The number of words where multiple notational
variants for a word appear in the newspaper sentences is 15,185.

From these 15,185 words, we extracted words that satisfy all the following conditions.

Condition 1: The frequency of a word in the newspaper articles is greater than 100.
Condition 2: The morphological analysis of a word performed by using Juman [24]
is not ambiguous and does not contain the “@” mark.

Condition 3: The frequency of the second most used notational variant of a word in
the newspaper articles is greater than 10.

Condition 1 is used for investigating frequently used words in newspaper articles. Con-
dition 2 is used for extracting notational variants of the same word. If the results of the
morphological analysis of a word contain the “@” mark, then we can extract different no-
tational variants of the word. For example, “ ” can be a notational variant of “ ”
(placard), “ ” (timekeeper) and “ ” (detective). When we use Juman to analyze
“ ”, we obtain “ ”, “ ” and “ ”, all of which contain “@”. Therefore, the
results of the morphological analysis are ambiguous and contain the “@” mark. In this
study, we eliminate such ambiguous data items. Condition 3 is applied to ensure that
machine learning is executed properly. If the frequency of a notational variant is low,
problems occur when machine learning is used in experiments. In our experiments, we
use the most frequent two notational variants for notational selection. Therefore, we use
Condition 3. In our data set, 1,877 words satisfied all three conditions listed above. Out
of these words, we randomly extracted 939 words to use in our experiments.

5. Experiments on Notational Selection Using Machine Learning.

5.1. Experimental methods. We applied our machine learning approach to the 939
words obtained through the process described in Section 4.

In our experiments, we used the most frequent two notational variants. Our machine
learning approach selects from the two notational variants the variant that is more ap-
propriate in a sentence.

For each word, sentences containing that word were extracted from Mainichi newspaper
articles (years 2005 – 2007) and were used as a data set. We conducted a ten-fold cross
validation for each data set (for each word). First, we divided the given data set into ten
parts. One part was treated as the test data set, and the remaining nine parts were treated
as training data sets. The category (class) of each item in the test data set was estimated
by learning the training data sets by using the maximum entropy method. Then, the
estimated category was evaluated by using the correct category in the test data set. This
process was repeated for all ten parts. Consequently, all ten parts are evaluated.

5.2. Experimental results. On the basis of the recall rates obtained, we classified words
into the three categories: “high”, “medium” and “low”. A recall rate is a concept similar
to accuracy. A recall rate is the ratio of the number of the correct outputs over the
number of the correct data items.

When the lowest recall rate of the two notational variants of a target word is higher
than or equal to 0.8, the word is classified in the “high” category. This is because when
both recall rates are high, the estimation is accurate. When the lowest recall rate of the
two notational variants of a target word is higher than or equal to 0.5 and lower than 0.8,
the word is classified in the “medium” category. When the lowest recall rate of the two
notational variants of a target word is lower than 0.5, the word is classified in the “low”
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Table 3. Ratios of words classified on the basis of recall rates into the three categories

Category Ratio
High 0.09 (81/939)
Medium 0.16 (154/939)
Low 0.75 (704/939)

Table 4. Averages of accuracy rates in our proposed method based on
machine learning and the baseline method

Category Our proposed method The baseline method
High 0.95 0.73
Medium 0.87 0.77
Low 0.87 0.87
Total 0.87 0.84

category. This is because when one of the two recall rates is low, the estimation is not
accurate.
The results of the classification process described above are shown in Table 3. In this

table, the ratio of words is classified into the three categories.
From the results in the table, we see that for 81 out of the 939 words, the recall rates of

both of the notational variants obtained were greater than 0.8. Moreover, we discovered
that in certain cases, machine learning was effective in performing notational selection.

5.3. Comparison experiments. We carried out experiments with a baseline method.
This method always outputs the notational variant that most frequently appears in the
training data set among the notational variants.1 We compared the results of our method
based on machine learning with those of the baseline method. The compared results
are shown in Table 4, which shows the average of the accuracy rates of words in each
category (“high”, “medium” and “low”) and the average of the accuracy rates of all 939
words (“Total” in the table). The accuracy rate is the ratio of the number of the correct
ones over the number of all the data items.
In all 939 words (“Total”), the average of the accuracy rates of our proposed method

(0.87) was higher than that of the baseline method (0.84). In particular, in the “high”
and “medium” categories, the averages of the accuracy rates of our proposed method
(0.95 and 0.87) were much higher than those of the baseline method (0.73 and 0.77). We
found that our proposed method was more effective in notational selection than was the
baseline method.

6. Examinations of Classified Words with Notational Variants.

6.1. Examinations on words. Next, we extracted words on the basis of their recall
rates and analyzed the characteristics of their notational variants. In this section, we
present example sentences, the corresponding results obtained from machine learning,
and features of each word that are important in machine learning. First, we present two
example sentences for which machine learning selected the correct notational variant, i.e.,
the notational variant selected by machine learning was the same as that used in the
sentence. Next, we present two example sentences for which machine learning did not

1In the studies on word sense disambiguation, a baseline method that outputs a sense most frequently
appearing in the training data set is often used [26].
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select the correct notational variant. For these examples, we identify the three features
with the highest normalized α values. A normalized α value represents the degree of
importance of the corresponding feature used to estimate a notational variant learned by
using the maximum entropy method. A feature, j, with a high normalized α value (αa,j)
is considered important for the system to categorize a data item with feature j as a. If the
normalized α value (αa,j) of category a and feature j is equal to x, then when a notational
variant is selected by using only feature j, the probability that a notational variant is a
is equal to x. For details, please refer to [20, 27].

6.1.1. Word classified into “high”: zehi (“please” or “right and wrong”) Notational vari-

ants: “ ” (Hiragana characters), “ ” (Chinese characters).

Example sentence 1a (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

12nengo nimo zehi to kouhyou datta
(12 years later) (please) (saying) (received well) (was)
(Saying “Please do so 12 years later” was received well.)

Example sentence 1b (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

monogoto no zehi wo shiru
(things) (of) (right and wrong) (understand)
(We understand the right and wrong parts of things.)

Example sentence 1c (Machine learning incorrectly selected a notational variant):

zehi mata aitai
(please) (again) (see us)
(Please see us again.)

Example sentence 1d (Machine learning incorrectly selected a notational variant):

bankonka no zehi wo kenshou suru
(late marriage) (of) (right and wrong) (investigate)
(We investigate the right and wrong parts of late marriage.)

The word zehi is classified into the “high” category. The machine learning results are
shown in Table 5. The most important features for machine learning when selecting the
notational variants of zehi are shown in Table 6. In this table, the precision rate is the
ratio of the number of correct outputs over the number of total outputs.

In example sentences 1a and 1b, machine learning selected correct notational variants.
Conversely, in example sentences 1c and 1d, machine learning selected incorrect notational
variants. For instance, in example sentence 1c, the correct notational variant is “ ”,
but machine learning selected “ ”.

Table 5. Machine learning results for zehi

Notational variants Recall rates Precision rates Number
“ ” 0.99 0.98 1442
“ ” 0.98 0.99 1642
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Table 6. Important features for machine learning when selecting the no-
tational variants of zehi

“ ” “ ”

Features Normalized Features Normalized

α values α values

F15: “ ” (said) 0.88 F61: “ ” (of) 0.96

F61: “ ” (objective postpo-
sitional particle)

0.76 F62: “ ” (this book) 0.72

F17: “ ” (said) 0.74 F15: “ ” (also) 0.70

Next, we analyze example sentences for which machine learning correctly selected a
notational variant (example sentences 1a and 1b) and identify the features that are im-
portant for machine learning (Table 6). We notice that features listed in the table appear
in the example sentences that were processed correctly (example sentences 1a and 1b).
For instance, in example sentence 1a, feature [F15: “ ” (said)] appears in “ ”. In
example sentence 1b, feature [F61: “ ” (of)] appears in “ ”. These features have
high normalized α values because there are many cases where [F15: “ ” (said)] appears
in the sentence that contains “ ” and many cases where [F61: “ ” (of)] appears in the
sentence that contains “ ”. Machine learning identified these characteristics as features
with high normalized α values.
Originally, “ ” and “ ” are notational variants of the same word and have the

same meaning. Both “ ” and “ ” can be used to convey “please” and “right and
wrong”. However, from example sentences 1a and 1b, we conclude that it is more natural
to use “ ” to convey the meaning of “please” and “ ” to convey the meaning of
“right and wrong”. This conclusion was reached because “ ” was used often to convey
the meaning of “please,” and “ ” was used often to convey the meaning of “right and
wrong”.
Because feature [F15: “ ” (said)] appears often in sentences containing the meaning

of “please”, it is an important expression for detecting “ ”. Similarly, because feature
[F61: “ ” (of)] appears often in sentences containing the meaning of “right and wrong”,
it is an important expression for detecting “ ”. In our proposed method, we can easily
detect such important features (clue expressions) by checking the normalized α values.
In ordinary Japanese word dictionaries, such as Kojien, the differences between “ ”

and “ ” are not explained. Our proposed method can be used to explain the differences
between “ ” and “ ”. Therefore, our method is effective in analyzing how to use
notational variants.
Because the recall rates of zehi are high, we can accurately select its notational variants.

In addition, using the features utilized for notational selection, we can also detect clue
expressions such as [F15: “ ” (said)] and [F61: “ ” (of)]. These results are useful for
humans manually selecting notational variants.
Next, we considered using a simple method that always selects the notational variant

that is used more often. From Table 5, “ ” is used more often than “ ” (1642 >
1442). Hence, this simple method always selects “ ”. In this method, the recall rate for
“ ” was 0 and that for “ ” was 1. Although the recall rate for “ ” was high, the
recall rate for “ ” was low. Therefore, this simple method that uses only frequencies
was not accurate. Conversely, in our method based on machine learning, both recall
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rates were very high; the recall rate for “ ” was 0.99, and that for “ ” was 0.98.
Hence, we conclude that our method is much better than the simple method that uses
only frequencies.

6.1.2. Word classified into “medium”: hikiageru (“pull up,” “withdraw,” “go off,” or

“raise”) (hiki means “pull” and ageru means “up”.)

Notational variants: “ ” (Consists of Chinese and Hiragana characters. “ ”
and “ ” are Chinese characters. “ ”, “ ” and “ ” are Hiragana characters.), “ ”
(Consists of Chinese and Hiragana characters. “ ” is a Chinese character.)

Example sentence 2a (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

toushi shikin wo hikiageru
(investment fund) (withdraw)
(We withdraw funds.)

Example sentence 2b (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

hanbaikeikaku wo 280 man dai ni hikiageru
(sales plan) (2.8 million cars) (raise)
(We raise the number of cars in our sales plan to 2.8 million.)

Example sentence 2c (Machine learning incorrectly selected a notational variant):

haken shiteita hutari wo hikiageru
(dispatched) (two men) (withdraw or go off)
(We let go of the two men who were dispatched.)

Example sentence 2d (Machine learning incorrectly selected a notational variant):

shiharai gendogaku wo hikiageru
(payment limit) (raise)
(We raise the payment limit.)

The word hikiageru is classified into the “medium” category. The results obtained
from our method based on machine learning are shown in Table 7. The features that are
required by machine learning for selecting the notational variants of hikiageru are shown
in Table 8.

In our data set, “ ” is often used in sentences containing the meaning “withdraw
funds”, such as in example sentence 2a. Therefore, feature [F29: (fund)] received a
high normalized α value.

In our data set, “ ” is used often in sentences containing the meaning “raise
values to X”, such as in example sentence 2b. Therefore, feature [F61: (to)] received a
high normalized α value.

Table 7. Machine learning results for hikiageru

Notational variants Recall rates Precision rates Number
“ ” 0.67 0.83 537
“ ” 0.97 0.94 2642
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Table 8. Important features for machine learning when selecting the no-
tational variants of hikiageru

“ ” “ ”
Features Normalized Features Normalized

α values α values
F29: (fund) 0.82 F62: (range) 0.84
F62: (ship) 0.80 F32: 137 (Semantic concept: “gain”) 0.82
F62: (person) 0.78 F61: (to) 0.75

From the results presented above, we conclude that “ ” is used often to convey
the meaning of “withdraw” and “ ” is used often to convey the meaning of “raise”.
These results are useful for humans manually selecting notational variants.
In ordinary Japanese word dictionaries, such as Kojien, under the entry for the word

hikiageru, both its notational variants “ ” and “ ” are described. How-
ever, in these dictionaries, the differences between “ ” and “ ” are not
explained. Our proposed method can be used to explain these differences. Therefore, we
can conclude that our method is effective in analyzing how to use notational variants.

6.1.3. Word classified into “low”: moritsukeru (“arrange”) Notational variants: “

” (Consists of Chinese and Hiragana characters. “ ” is a Chinese character. “ ”, “ ”,
“ ” and “ ” are Hiragana characters.), “ ” (Consists of Chinese and Hiragana
characters. “ ” is a Chinese character).

Example sentence 3a (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

souzai wo sara ni moritsukeru
(food) (plate) (arrange)
(We arrange the food on a plate.)

Example sentence 3b (Machine learning correctly selected a notational variant):

irodoriyoku moritsukeru
(in a colorful manner) (arrange)
(We arrange it in a colorful manner.)

Example sentence 3c (Machine learning selected incorrectly a notational variant):

kitte mazete moritsukeru
(cut) (mix) (arrange)

(We cut, mix, and arrange it.)

Example sentence 3d (Machine learning selected incorrectly a notational variant):

shokutaku ni yutakana kisetsu wo moritsukeru
(dining table) (a wealth of seasonal dishes) (arrange)
(We arrange a wealth of seasonal dishes on a dining table.)

The word moritsukeru is classified into the “low” category. The results obtained from
our proposed method are shown in Table 9. The features that are important to machine
learning when selecting the notational variants of moritsukeru are presented in Table 10.
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Table 9. Results of machine learning for moritsukeru

Notational variants Recall rates Precision rates Number
“ ” 0.29 0.30 28
“ ” 0.44 0.43 34

Table 10. Important features for machine learning method when selecting
the notational variants of moritsukeru

“ ” “ ”
Features Normalized α values Features Normalized α values
F50: noun 0.62 F38: postpositional particle 0.58
F42: noun 0.62 F36: postpositional particle 0.58
F46: noun 0.60 F34: postpositional particle 0.58

No distinguished features are listed in Table 10. Moreover, in Table 9, we see that the
recall rates were low.

In example sentences 3a to 3d, our proposed method could not identify the difference
between the meanings of “ ” and “ ”. Therefore, machine learning could
not identify features that are useful for notational selection and consequently could not
obtain high recall rates. This result suggests that either “ ” or “ ” can be
used to convey the meaning of moritsukeru. These results are useful for humans selecting
manually notational variants.

6.2. Examinations of words classified by recall rates. Next, we examined words
that were classified on the basis of their recall rates into the “high” category. As discussed
in the previous section, when a word has high recall rates, such as zehi, its notational
selection can be easily performed by using features. Moreover, we confirmed that the fea-
tures that were important for the machine learning method to select notational variants
appeared in sentences. Our machine learning method accurately recognized important
features and was effective in performing notational selection by using features. For words
with “high” recall rates, the appropriate use of a notational variant in a sentence de-
pends on meanings and contexts. Our machine learning method accurately recognized
the meanings and contexts as features. Humans can select appropriate notational vari-
ants by considering the features that the machine learning method identified as important.
These results are useful for humans selecting notational variants manually.

Next, we examined words that were classified into the “low” category. We concluded
that for words with “low” recall rates, either of the two notational variants of the word
could be used in a sentence; no distinguishing characteristics were detected for the two
notational variants.

Finally, we examined words that were classified into the “medium” category. Words in
this category possess characteristics from both “high” and “low” word categories.

In summary, the notational variants of words with “high” recall rates have distin-
guishing characteristics. For these words, the appropriate notational variant depends on
meanings and contexts. Hence, the appropriate notational variant can be selected by
using meanings and contexts.

The notational variants of words with “low” recall rates have no distinguishing charac-
teristics. Hence, any notational variant of these words can be used in a sentence.

These results can be useful for humans selecting notational variants and for future
studies on notational variant selection.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the categories (“low”, “medium” and
“high”) and the average of the accuracy rates of the ten subjects

7. Relationship between Categories Based on Recall Rates and Human Selec-
tion. We examined the relationship between categories based on recall rates and human
selection. We randomly selected five words among the “low”, “medium” and “high” cate-
gories used previously and used 15 words in total. Each word had two notational variants
(N1 and N2). Five sentences containing the notational variant N1 and five sentences
containing the notational variant N2 were randomly extracted from Mainichi newspaper
articles (years 2005 – 2007). We used ten human subjects in experiments. For each word,
ten sentences were given for all subjects. A subject judged which of N1 and N2 were
suitable for each sentence. The accuracy rates of the fifteen words in subjective judg-
ments were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 2. The vertical axis of the figure
indicates the accuracy rates of the fifteen words (each accuracy rate is the average of the
accuracy rates of the ten subjects), and the horizontal axis indicates the “low”, “medium”
and “high” categories.
In Figure 2, the accuracy rates in the “high” categories were roughly higher than those

in the “medium” categories, and the accuracy rates in the “medium” categories were
roughly higher than those in the “low” categories. We used statistical t tests. The average
of the five accuracy rates in the “high” category was significantly higher than that in the
“medium” category at a significant level of 0.05. The average of the five accuracy rates
in the “medium” category was significantly higher than that in the “low” category at a
significant level of 0.05. From these results, we found that the higher the recall rates of
machine learning were likely to be, the higher the accuracy rates of human subjects. This
indicates that our method of using machine learning can roughly estimate the difficulty
of manual notational selection.

8. Conclusions. In this study, we addressed the problem of notational variants. When
we use a word that has multiple notational variants, it is often difficult to select one. In
this study, we determined how difficult it is for machine learning to perform notational se-
lection on words. In addition, we investigated the reasons it was easy for machine learning
to select the notational variants of certain words. Our proposed method based on machine
learning succeeded in clarifying the differences in usages between two different notational
variants of a word that were not described in ordinary Japanese word dictionaries. The
results of our study are useful for future studies on notational variants. Our proposed
machine learning method uses the maximum entropy algorithm.
By conducting experiments with our proposed method, we drew several conclusions.

First, the notational variants of words with “high” recall rates have distinguishing char-
acteristics. For these words, the appropriate notational variant depends on meanings and
contexts. Hence, the appropriate notational variant can be selected by using meanings
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and contexts. Second, the notational variants of words with “low” recall rates have no
distinguishing characteristics. Hence, any notational variant of these words can be used in
a sentence. Third, we conducted experiments using human subjects. We confirmed that
the higher the recall rates of machine learning were likely to be, the higher the accuracy
rates of the human subjects.

Next, we confirmed that our proposed method was useful in performing notational
selection. Our experiments show that by using our proposed method, we could perform
notational selection for 81 out of 939 words with two notations at a recall rate of 80% or
higher. We also confirmed that our method was more effective in performing notational
selection than was the baseline method that outputted the notation that appeared most
frequently. In our experiments, the average of the accuracy rates of our proposed method
(0.87) was more effective than that of the baseline method (0.84).
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